
March Week 2~ Meal Prep Guide~ Optimal Health with Dr. Glenna 

~The meal plan is designed for a specific balance of nutrients and energy but if you find 
you’re hungry have an apple or pear. On days where meals are more filling snacks are 
intentionally left out. Try to stick to the meal plan as best you can but listen to your body’s 
cues. If you are exercising at moderate-high intensity for 30 minutes or more and are NOT 
trying to lose weight, you may want to include an extra snack or second portion as suggested 
in the microcircuit in prep week. I hope you are enjoying the program and making it work for 
you. ☺ Enjoy! 

Weekend:Saturday 
and /or Sunday

You can bake and freeze the following at your convenience: Monster 
Breakfast Cookies, Pumpkin Breakfast Cookies (may have leftovers 
from last week), Cleaned Up Biscuits (may have leftovers from last 
week). 

Sunday: Make the Blueberry Overnight Oats tonight, enough for 3 days. You 
can pre cut the sweet potatoes for supper tomorrow night and store 
in fridge in a little water.

Monday: Leftover Roasted Chicken with Crispy Smashed Potatoes for lunch 
and Sweet Potato Nachos for supper. 
Lunch on the go tomorrow? Consider making the Thai Green Apple 
Salad tonight, make enough for 3 days. 
Remove 2 Monster Breakfast Cookies per person from the freezer for 
tomorrow.

Tuesday: Tonight make the Blackened Fish Taco Bowls for supper and have 
enough leftovers for tomorrow.  
Remove 2 Monster Breakfast Cookies per person from the freezer for 
tomorrow.

Wednesday: Leftovers! Remove 2 Monster Breakfast Cookies, 1 Cleaned Up 
Biscuit and 1 Pumpkin Breakfast Cookie per person from the freezer 
for tomorrow.

Thursday: Put on your Slow Cooker Vegan Chili this morning so it is ready for 
supper, it takes 8 hours. Make enough for two days; if you have extra 
leftovers freeze them in individual portions. Lunch on the go 
tomorrow? Consider making the Grilled Pineapple & Chicken Salad, 
tonight. Leave the dressing separate to help keep the vegetables 
crisp, you may also want to add the avocado fresh to prevent 
discolouration from oxidation. Remove 1 Monster Breakfast Cookie 
and 1 Cleaned Up Biscuit per person from the freezer.

Friday: If you already made your lunch for today then it’s all leftovers except 
the Mango Oat Smoothie for this morning’s snack.

Saturday: You can make enough Cleaned Up Eggs Benedict for today and 
tomorrow or choose to cook your eggs fresh. Put on your Slow 
Cooker Salsa Chicken this morning or around lunch time so it is 
ready for supper (4 hours on high, or 6-8 hours on low). You need to 
leave a little time tonight to cook the Turmeric Chili Rice. I omitted 
morning snack this weekend as the meals tend to be more filling. 

Sunday: Leftovers! Great job! Use today to prepare for next week.




